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trails, automatically creating bibliographies, brief on the fly
generated summaries or snapshots of a document’s contents,
retrieval functionality across a wide spectrum of user types) [5,
6]. Moreover, for a long period of time, research in
information retrieval has focused mainly on unstructured text,
and has not benefited of available structure or metadata; nor
has it acknowledged the broad range of users and their
information needs and behaviors, therefore the next challenge
Keywords— digital library; information retrieval; subject based; for IR research in digital libraries is the design of adaptive,
flexible, and interactive IR capabilities [6].
thesaurus; natural language processing; inverse index
We present here our work on bilingual subject-based
I. INTRODUCTION
information retrieval in a real world digital library, called
The main goal of any Digital Library (DL) is to fulfill the NECLIB2, which complements a classic open shelf library
needs of its users. Crucial capabilities of digital libraries that includes around 50,000 materials that are books and econsist of information management, persistence and reliability, books, periodicals, audio and video CDs and DVDs, video
while a general problem is information discovery [1]. tapes, scanned microfiche etc., and more than 18,000 items
Subject–based information retrieval within digital library are audio recordings with classical music (in course of
content relies on well-chosen subject descriptors that are digitization). Many of the materials are very rare, e. g. editio
applied to the underlying information resources. Subject princeps of books, the same being true for the classical music
analysis and efficient subject-based information retrieval recordings, which belong to a private collection of a famous
based on these descriptors is essential for users of digital literary critic, poet, and radio journalist. The digital library
libraries [2, 3]. However, subject-based searching has some complements the classic open shelf library, which exists at a
shortcomings related to the mismatch between the private foundation that support and finances advanced studies
terminology of the searcher and that of the librarian [4], and to in humanities and social sciences [7].
In this work, we have approached the challenges of
the linguistic problems generated by synonymy and polysemy
information
retrieval in digital libraries by putting to practice
[2]. One solution for these drawbacks seems to be thesauribased information retrieval, which can be further sustained by very simple, yet powerful, ideas that lead to better efficiency,
ontologies for modeling their semantic structure, thus leading and increased user satisfaction. We present here some of these
to development of more successful subject-based information ideas, revolving around subject descriptors and other search
retrieval systems [2, 3]. Moreover, developments in thesauri, terms, along with the way they work in NECLIB2.
The rest of this paper is structured as follows: the next
social tagging, and guided navigation are expected to
contribute to the subject analysis field, and to fulfill suitably section presents briefly the socio-semantic model NECLIB2 is
based on, while the third section illustrates some particular
user needs, goals, and expectations [3].
Challenges of Information Retrieval (IR) in digital libraries aspects of the information retrieval process in NECLIB2. The
are rooted in the nature of the content (amount, variety, fourth section includes some relevant related works, while the
multiple sources, multiple languages etc.), the tasks performed last section is dedicated to conclusions and future work ideas.
(information retrieval from this mix of structure and formats,
II. NECLIB2’S SOCIO-SEMANTIC MODEL
search and retrieval tools that compensate for abbreviated or
The
digital
libraries of today, are expected, besides offering
incomplete cataloging or descriptive information, design tools
classical
library
services, to be much more adaptive, to reflect
that facilitate the enrichment of cataloging or descriptive
information by including the contributions of users), and better their audiences, to provide for collaborative
users’ profiles, dynamic needs, and goals (building frameworks that allow users to contribute to the content
personalized collections, tracking documents, support for knowledge that is socially constructed - both actively by
reading of retrieved materials, providing and creating citation adding semantic annotations, reviews, ratings, and so on, and
passively, by their use patterns, to be contextual - namely to
Abstract— In this paper we present our work on bilingual
subject-based information retrieval in a real world digital
library, called NECLIB2, which complements a classic open shelf
library that includes around 50,000 materials (many of them
being very rare) that are books and e-books, periodicals, audio
and video CDs and DVDs, video tapes, scanned microfiche etc.,
and more than 18,000 items are audio recordings with classical
music (in course of digitization).

be able to express the complex interrelationships and layers of
knowledge between the DL’s resources, and to provide for a
common place of professional and collective wisdom [8].
As the traditional digital library paradigm, which is based
on a catalog of metadata records, has failed to capture this rich
multi-dimensional information space, mainly because the
metadata records cannot provide for the following needs:
capturing the complex contextual relationships between the
DL resources, discrimination between the multiple entities
involved (resources, actors, ontologies, agents etc.), adjusting
to the changing information needs, capturing the dynamics of
the DL resources, etc. [8, 9, 10]. Moreover, the metadata
based model does not allow to deal with both content and
metadata seamlessly [8, 11, 12], and does not allow the
construction of collaborative and contextual knowledge
environments that is able to provide for instruction, education,
personal growth, and so on [8, 13].
The construction of the NECLIB2 digital library has been
based on a socio-semantic contextual model that allows rich
bibliographic description of the content, along with semantic
annotations, reviewing, rating, knowledge sharing etc.
The model is multi-layered and allows both integration of
local and distributed information via web services and
construction of rich hypermedia documents. Moreover,
NECLIB’s model can express the complex relationships that
exists between various objects (such as information, content,
knowledge, and learning objects) and the multi-dimensional
spaces, agents, actors, services, communities, scenarios, and
meta-information (e. g. ontologies), and, in this way, it
represents the information resources in their natural context
[14, 15].
The NECLIB2 socio-semantic model subscribes to the Web
2.0 paradigm and provides for the following services:
collection management, repository, indexing, semantic
purposing, and user interface. The User Interface Service
allows users (and communities) to access the digital library’s
content via typical library services, as searching and browsing,
and also to contribute to the content collaboratively by
annotating, reviewing, rating etc. the DL resources. Searching
provides for metadata-based search, free full-text search, and
combinations of these two options, while browsing relies on
the rich bibliographical metadata available. Other helpful
services are available as well: hypermedia information
presentation, alerting services, high level authoring,
visualization tools, analytical services, educational discovery
etc. The user may be presented with descriptive metadata, ebooks, sheet music, audio recordings, lyrics, critical and
anecdotic information, various works, author or composer
biography and trivia etc. The services available are flexible,
manageable, contextual, and proactive. The model is
presented in much more detail in [14, 15].
III. INFORMATION RETRIEVAL IN NECLIB2
In this section we present briefly some of the ideas that
support the information retrieval process in the NECLIB2
digital library. These ideas have focused on what is still the

main vehicle for conveying information, namely natural
language text [16].
One idea refers to the subject descriptors of the NECLIB2
resources. For the time being, they are available in two
languages: our mother tongue and English. Our goal here has
been to have the program learning the correlation between the
subject in our language and the subject in English. This
module uses two dictionaries, one being a two language word
by word dictionary, and the other being built continuously, by
active learning, as a phrase by phrase dictionary. The former
contains around 70,000 words, and the second includes more
than 80,000 entries, which is in fact a thesaurus. When the
Librarian introduces a new subject in English, she is offered
with the options in our language (or other synonyms in
English), which are retrieved from the thesaurus, and, if she
validates the retrieved word or group of words, the pair
constitutes the subject metadata for that particular resource. In
Fig. 1, one may see five options available for the English
word religion, from which the Librarian may choose: (1)
religie, cult (religios), (2) credinta, crez, (3) religiousness, (4)
ritual, rituri, and (5) calugarie. If she is not happy with any of
the retrieved options, then she is provided with suggestions
taken from the first dictionary, and after validation, the
metadata is stored. If she is not pleased with any of the two
offerings, the Librarian may introduce her own subject
metadata pair.

Figure 1. Synonyms retrieved from the thesauri for the word “religion”

Another idea is based on using natural language grammars
to obtain all derived forms of one word in our language,
starting with the stem, followed by storing them in a
dictionary. Our mother tongue is more complicated than some
languages, for example, English, being similar with Latin,
French, and Russian from this point of view. This dictionary
has been generated using an open source tool, called ispell,
and a custom built affix file that we have developed for our
language (at the moment of the development, no such
dictionary existed). The resulted dictionary has become a
major part of our digital library, and it has contributed
significantly to enhancing the efficiency of the information
retrieval process.
This affix file contains a comprehensive set of paradigms
for the inflectional morphology of the main grammatical
categories in our language, namely nouns, adjectives, verbs,
numerals, pronouns, and articles. This morphology covers the
main declensions/conjugations of each grammatical category.
Fig. 2 and Fig 3 illustrate how this looks and works for the
word istorii (histories, in English).

### root words list file
istorie/SFGKM
##### affix file rules (partial list)
# plurals of nouns
flag *S:
E→ -E,I
# istorie → istorii
# articles
flag *F:
I E→ -E,A
# istorie → istoria
# articles plurals
flag *G:
E →-E,ILE
# istorie → istoriile
# genitive
flag *K:
I E→I
# istorie → istoriei
# genitive plurals
flag *M:
E → -E,ILOR # istorie → istoriilor
#####

Finally, using a global inverse index that includes all the
possible search terms that are found among the metadata
further enhances the efficiency of the information retrieval
process in the NECLIB2 digital library. Fig. 5 shows a small
portion of this index, where one can identify all the resources
that have the subject istoria religiilor (namely, history of
religions, in English).

Figure 2. Derivation rules for the word “istorie” (history)
Example: search for "istorii"
step 1 = find the stem from the generated list of all words → "istorie"
step 2 = search all entries containing words derived from this stemm (based
on the inverse index of stems for each entry)
step 3 = display results, highlight derived words from the stem word
(istorie, istoria, istoriei, istorii, istoriile, istoriilor)

Figure 6. View in the inverse index

IV. RELATED WORK
Related works on information retrieval in digital libraries
present, overview and analyze various solutions offered by
Fig. 4 and Fig. 5 demonstrate how the search results looks, particular digital library systems. For example, some
respectively, without using the affix file for derivation, and emphasize the need of adopting statistical techniques [16, 17],
when the derivation of various forms of the word is performed, or point out the benefits of using text-based techniques, or
based on the affix file. Particularly, in this example, for the technologies like speech processing and natural language
first situation, we get 25 results, while for the second one we processing [16, 18].
get 6395 results, which can be sorted by author, title,
Another information retrieval approach in digital libraries
publishing house, and language.
uses tries structures to index the resources in the Miguel de
Cervantes digital library, which had a collection of more than
5000 resources in 2001. However, as the size of this inverse
index, the authors consider that this approach works for
catalog searches, but not for the whole content of the digital
library. So they have proposed a multi-tier tries structure,
reducing this way the size of the index to one third [19].
Optimized SQL queries and user-defined functions support
another project of searching and querying digital libraries
based on IR paradigms supported by relational database
systems. There are two phases of the process: storing and
Figure 4. Search with the word “istorii” (histories) without derivation
retrieving. The former includes: document pre-processing,
stop-word removal, and term extraction, while the latter is
rooted in three IR paradigms: the vector space model, the
Okapi Probabilistic Model, and the Dirichlet Prior Language
Model. The authors have conducted experiments on the DBLP
bibliography and the ACM Digital Library, and have
evaluated the performances of various queries when using the
three ranking models. They obtained satisfactory performance
for medium-size document collections [20].
The authors of [21] identify the fundamental problem of
information retrieval in digital libraries as being the fact that
large-scale searches can match solely the user-specified terms
with the ones that appear in documents of the DL collection.
Figure 5. Search with the word “istorii” (histories) with derivation
Therefore, intermediate sources (here thesauri and coFigure 3. Example of search for the word “istorii”
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occurrence lists) that provide for term suggestions can
improve the retrieval process by providing alternative search
terms for the user. This way, the recall increases, while the
user keeps an eye on not to decrease the precision. The
thesauri used in the experiment are human-generated and
place the terms in a subject hierarchy, while the co-occurrence
lists are computer-generated and lay the terms in the
frequency order of occurrence together. The prototype has
been built for the University of Illinois Digital Library
Initiative (DLI) tested. Multiple views that provide for using
and combining of different sorts of term suggesters are
supported.
Another interesting approach is taken in [22], where the
authors introduce an adaptive tool for giving automated advice
by providing suggestions during the searching process in
digital libraries. This tool uses case-based reasoning
techniques to provide the most useful suggestions for a given
situation by comparing them to previous cases stored in the
case base, and then adapting the solution. Furthermore, this
tool can learn from the interaction with the user. The users
involved in the experiment have found the automated, nonintrusive advice to be useful, and have used the suggestions to
further improve their searching.
Semantic modelling is also used for IR in digital libraries.
Thus a multilingual information retrieval system based on
knowledge representation model is presented in [23].
That system provides for information retrieval in a
multilingual document repository, in which the materials are
written in various languages, however, each individual
document may contain text in only one language. To do that,
the system relies on a semantic graph-based model, which
allows the description of the semantics of a document, in that
multilingual context, using two types of knowledge: domain
related (concept and relation) and lexical related (that
associates terms in a vocabulary to concept or relation type of
knowledge).

includes a very large number of resources in a variety of
formats: books, e-books, periodicals, audio and video CDs
and DVDs, video tapes, scanned microfiche, (digitized) audio
recordings etc..
Further work includes adding capabilities for several
activities: recommending, mobile access, collaborative
information retrieval, construction of personalized collections,
tracking documents, manipulation of citation trails,
automatically creating bibliographies, choosing the right
algorithm to perform a search (e.g. to produce high precision
or high recall; or to show only novelties), more contextualized
searches, more options for query extensions and refinements,
and collecting more user feedback, to be used for further
versions of NECLIB2.
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